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Salt has been extracted along the Black Sea coast of Bulgaria,   particularly 

in the area around Pomorie,  since ancient times. 

In the l8th century, salt began to be extracted from salt lakes along the 

-ea coast.      Such extraction of salt was only on the basis of small private hold- 

ings, however, and the amount extracted was small.      It was only in the 20th cen- 

tury that the extraction of salt took on an industrial character,  the first large 

quantities of salt (6,000 tonnes) being produced in 1909. 

Technology 

Common salt is produced through the evaporation of sea water by the heat of 

the sun and by currents of air.      In the course of this process the concentration 

of salt dissolved in the sea water increases, and at the end of the process sodium 

chloride (common salt) crystallizes out. 

The water of the Black Sea corresponds approximately to a solution containing 

the following amounts of various substances per 1000 grammes: 

NaCl MgCl, %S0i KCl %0?co3)2 NaBr 
Dry 

residue 

13,7412 1.6855 0.9137 0.3223 

Density 

Specific gravity 

0.2461 0.0577 

1.0135 f/W 
i.5°Be (Baume) 

The salt production facilities are located close to the sea, from which they 

are separated by* a sandbar»     The salt pans are 0,6 to 1.5 metres above sea level, 
» 

so that thè sea water can flow into them without assistance up special channels 

when required. 

The soil of the area where the salt pans are located is sandy clay, and water 

does not seep through it.  The area is sunny and swept by breeses, so that the 

olimatio conditions are suitable for the rapid evaporation of sea water to obtain 

salt. 
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5j-l'in.",  of  ü.-tU  oYtrfu-t.iMr, 

The   t.-rm  "siilt  extraction« covers  the  ^   n 
o. •    ••»     - *       *       n. C,!riOB of  --"Jtivitiou carried <••      in  m-iio.r  to obtain ne;., salt. ' 

The principal  technological  proceeds enteric into -alt 
the following: Bering into salt extraction are 

(a) The preparation of concentrated brine; 

(b) the crystallization of the salt; 

(c) the collection, washing and storage of the salt. 

There may be differenco« in  fv.«   * —- - **. 0r::;::: ;r::r r;:::r.oarried out- 
Arüchial" systems are used. 

Regardless of which system is used all th« +„».,. 
carried out between April Id Or* V technological processes are 

etween April and October. In salt extraction nai-i«« 4-u- 
is know, as the "season", taction parlance, this period 

A*  The "Foken" system 

Preparation of t.h» concentrate ^^ 

The raw material for the production of sea salt i« 
to »ta»tiun polnt. In oriior to obtain th ;      » » - -o,^ 

*.*.»*.*.. the ovaporatlon pans, throueh wMo;;; o; 
l ; -- - - — 

BU'r« le "">•  I» «*~ to len^Hen the path ,f thp wat r  ."'^ "" " °°"- 
*«...rco„ce„tratio„,th0brlneevaporat   

f; :;:„?::"oreaseits 

b-i.» or pans Oo„ne,toa bj ohannela    P J 2     2 '" the *• °f 

Tne pans =ro Beparated fr0„ ftM„ ^„^ *    ^ * «""•» •~ «*«• 
m 4. ,_• y Ciav-rUled wooden dvkes O Çfi +« i   c 
mrtrt-u high.       The area nf* +fc„ . v efl u*->ü to 1*5 b me area of the pans varies from in to J nm á 
Potion to the concentration of tta brine in ^ 4'°°° 4"•"  « i— 

Th. pans are classified,  according to their tochnoXogioa! functio      •  , 
evaporating pan» and crrstaHiz^ »a„.       The „_ """y"1 i^<=tl°". »*•> 

_ , " " *"fi Pang»      ine most advantageous p«iafinn „# 4.1, 
area of the evaporating pana to that of the istallisi« 
In the evaporating pans    «.,- , eiy«talli«ng pa„8 1B abo lt  1Q t(J 

puranng pans, grama of sand and algae sink to +w 1. ** 
carbonate an,) calcium sulohat. ,,. • "^ and CalciuB 

A-iuiB sulphate are precipitated out    whii« +u 
the brine is raised to 24V concentration of 

¥1 
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Th3 sea water is concentrated in the following étages: 

Concentration Depth of brine in pan 

1. up to 3 Be 

2. 3- 7°Be 

3. 7-10°Be 

4. 10-12°Be 

5. 12-24°Be 

up to 25cm 

10-15CB 

10-12cm 

10-12cm 

10-12cm 

After concentration, the brine is admitted to the crystallizing pans, where 

concentration is continued, and at a specific gravity of 25.5 -30 Be the sodium 

chloride orystallizes out. 

The admission of sea water to the salt pans through the channels connecting 

these with the sea begins is April«  By the end of June the concentration of 

the brine has reached 24 Be and crystallization begins*  In salt extraction 

parlance, the brine which is concentrated in the period from April to October 

and from which salt is extracted in the same year is called "fresh". 

At the end of September, there remain surplus amounts of brine with a con- 

centration of from 2° to 12-15°Be.  This brine is admitted to the crystallizing 

pans from which the salt has already been collected and is then further concen- 

trated.  This brine is called "autumn brine" and is used for the production of 

salt in the following year.  It is protected from dilution by collecting it in 

reservoirs called "reBerve pans"«  Bach of these pans is filled from 0.8 to 

3.5 metres deep with a number of batches of autumn brine of approximately equal 

concentration, the brine with the highest content of sodium chloride being stored 

in the pans filled to the greatest depth. 

Crystallization of salt 

The crystallization of the salt begins at the end of June or the beginning 

of July.  In order to obtain a sufficiently thick layer of salt, additional 

brine at 25°Be is admitted to the crystallisation pens several times during the 

crystallisation process.  Brine at a lower concentration must not be admitted, 

as it would disturb the crystallisation process.  When a specific gravity of 
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30 Be ìB reached,  about 80 per cent of the salt crystallizes out and the rate 

of crystallization drops sharply.      In addition, magnesium salts which adversely 

affect the quality of the salt begin to crystallize out from the brine.      The 

crystallization process is therefore carried on until a brine concentration of 
30 Be is reached. 

When the layer of salt reaches a thickness of 3-5cm (at the beginning of 

August), the brine is drained off and the crystallizing pans are prepared for 

the collection of the salt. If possible, part of the brine drained off from 

the crystallizing pans is admitted to other pans for the further extraction of 

salt of lower quality for industrial use. Some of the brine is also further 

concentrated in order to obtain natural and enriched magnesium chloride. Large 

quantities of brine are discarded in the sea, however. 

Collection, washing and storage of the salt 

After the brine has been drained off from the crystallizing pans, collection 

of the salt begins.     Workers collect the salt with paddles, pile it up i„ heaps, 

and carry it to «washing machines* which are actually anger-type grading machines 

in which the salt is washed with 24°Be brine containing the minimum of dissolved 

salts other than sodium chloride.     This washing reduces the amount of magnesium 

salts and sand or grit particles in the salt. * 

The washed salt is piled up in pyramidal•heaps each containing 1,500-3,000 

tonnes which are called in salt extraction parlance "mows". 

Salt is normally collected once a season from the crystallizing pans.      It 

is only if there is a particularly long, hot summer that the orystallizing pans 

from which salt has already been collected at the beginning of August are filled 

again with brine and used to produce a second orop of salt. 

After the collection of the salt and the removal of the »autunni« brine, the 
salt pans remain empty. 

Rain water falling in the pans in auttwn and winter iB discarded in the sea. 

In March a*d April the bottom of the crystallizing pans dries out sufficiently 

for the work of sealing and smoothing to be carried out so as to reduce the amount 

of dust or grit picked up when the salt is collected later. 
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The sealing, or, as it is also called, the "rolling" of the pans is carried 

out with a roller drawn by a tractor specially adapted for operating on soft 

ground.  This rolling marks the beginning of a new season of salt production. 

B.  The "Ankhial" system 

This is a very old system.  It idffers from the "Foken" system in the 

distribution and construction of the evaporating and crystallizing pans and 

also in the technological procedure followed.  It is characterized by the divi- 

sion of the crystallizing pans into a multitude of small areas. 

In recent years there has been a transition from the "Ankhial" system to 

the MFoken" system. 

The technical characteristics of sea salt 

Crystal salt consists of cubic crystals of sodium chloride &-!$«• in Bissa 

with a moisture content of from 4 to 71 per cent. 

The physico-chemical characteristics of crystal sea salt are as followss 

(a) Colour - white to pale grey; 

(b) Taste - pure salty taste; 

(c) Odour - none; 

(d) Adulterants and metals harmful to human health,  such as lead,  copper, 

arsenic, etc. - none; 

(e) Beaction in an aqueous solution - neutral; 

(f) Percentage content of sodium chloride (on basis of dry substance) - 

minimum 95 Per cent} 

(g) Percentage content of water-insoluable substances (on basis of dry 

substance) - maximum 0.3 per cent; 

(a)   Itoistur© content - about 6*.5 P** cent; 

(i)   Percentage content of calcium (on basis of dry substance) - maximum 

0.3 per «ent; 

^«E^BHBHifeaÉÜ "iTìMfiìlMi m^Êmmat^mm 
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(j)     Percentage content  of magnesium  (on basir, of  ary  substance)  - maximum 

0. >, per cent; 

(k)    Content of ferric oxide - trace; 

(l)    Appearance of aqueous solution after removal of water-insoluble par- 

ticles - transparent. 

Processing of the salt 

Part of the sea salt obtained is delivered in the form of crystal salt for 

the requirements of the milk processing industry. 

The remainder of the salt  is processed into ground salt  for domestic and 

industrial use. 

Output 

Thanks to ever-improved organization and salt production methods» the output 

of sea salt has risen from an average annual output of 20,000 tonnes in 1947 to 

about 60,000 tonnes per year in recent years. 

The cost of crystal sea salt varies from 13 to 18  levs per tonne. 

Modernization and extension plans for the salt  industry 

The salt extraction systems still in use have become obsolete:     they do not 

correspond to the present stage of development of other branches of industrial 

production and they suffer from a number of shortcomings whirh prevent the further 

development of salt production if existing production processes ar© adhered to. 

The processing of the salt produced is carried out by machines and equipment 

of low productivity, and the level of development of the production and handling 
operation« is low. 

A large part of the brine which remains behind after the aalt has bmm «at- 

tracted and which is rich in ether salts is thrown away into the sea.     The pro«, 

duction of magnesium chloride is only small and is carried out with obsolete 

technological processes and equipment. 



¡nV..:a 'n 
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The  following proposals,   which   inv-.lve   the meet. ,tu /.-it i   ti   ,n.i  m.-Jortu    »u   ti 

of   ihe  productif of sea  call   m  Bulgaria,   are  aimed  at   redini,: ail   :t..-.--  ohort- 

comings  to  a minimum. 

There are four alternative proposals: 

1.       The first alternative is based on the continued use of  the existing methods? 

for the concentration of brine and the crystallizing out of sodium chloride by 

the use of the heat of the sun.      This alternative provides for the mechanization 

of the  labour-consuming processes involved in the production,   transport,  pmcensin¿;, 

storage and despatch of sea salt.      This proposed solution is based on the "Poken" 

system of producing sea salt.       It provides for the reconstruction of the evapo- 

rating pans in order to  increase the araoui t of salt produced and the creation <>f 

the right conditions for  the introduction of suitable mechanization. 

The reconstruction of the existing evaporating pans is essential,  as it is 

planned to collect the salt with the aid of special equipment called a "salt com- 

bine harvester«.      This equipment requires the crystallizing pans to be located 

very close together in one place and to be of certain suitable dimensions, as ita 

transport capability is  limited. 

2.       The second alternative for the mechanization of sea salt  production providea 

for the extraction of the sodium chloride  in a multi-vessel evaporator.       The main 

featurea of this method of salt extraction are the following: 

(a) The initial concentration of the uea water to 2t>°Be is carried out  in 

the san» way as at present; 

(b) The final concentration and crystallising out of the sodiu» chloride 

are carried out in the multi-vessel evaporatori 

(c) the sea »alt produced is processed with the aid of modem automatic 
i 
-equipment. 

J.      fhe taira alternative provides for the production of table salt in a» evapo- 

rator installation operating on the thermocompression principle. 

4.      The fourth alternative for the meahaniwtion of salt production provides for 

the following! 

(a)    Mechanisation of the salt production taci litis* at Pomorie as described 

in the first alternative} 
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(b)    Construction of an evaporator installation for the production of 

salt in the town of Burgas along the lines set out in the third 

alternative. 

It is envisaged that such an evaporator installation would have a capacity 

of 100,000 tonnes per year. 

mtÊÊÊm 




